Established in 1868, the foundation of Kansas Academy of Science is to support science and science education in the state of Kansas. The Academy is a member of the National Association of Academies of Science and is affiliated with the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the U. S. National Academy of Science. The mission of the Academy is:

• To encourage education in the sciences and disseminate scientific information through the facilities of the Academy
• To achieve closer cooperation and understanding between scientists and nonscientists, so that they may work together in a common cause of furthering science

What does KAS membership support? The benefits of membership in KAS include:

• Annual Scientific Conference each spring, hosted by universities and colleges throughout the state, where Kansas researchers may present and discuss their findings, as well as providing a forum for student researchers. Cash prizes are awarded to the best student papers and posters.
• Annual Fall Field Trip, led by leading Kansas researchers, to enjoy the beauty and diversity of Kansas landscapes.
• *The Transactions of the Kansas Academy of Science*, a scholarly journal published by the KAS since 1872.
• A biannual Newsletter filled with Academy events and science news in the state.
• Sponsor of *The Kansas Junior Academy of Science*, supporting Kansas middle/junior and high school students with the opportunity to present their research at annual spring meetings.
• Web page at [http://kansasacademyscience.org](http://kansasacademyscience.org) with information on Academy activities.
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FOR
THE KANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

Date: ______________________________

Name: ____________________________________

Mailing Address: ______________________________________________________________

City: _________________________ State: ____________ Zip: __________

Telephone: (H) ________________ (W) __________________

Institution or Organization Affiliation: ____________________________________________

E-mail: __________________________________

Membership Categories and Annual Membership Fees:

_____ Regular ($40.00)       _____ Junior Academy Affiliate ($30.00)
_____ Student ($20.00)        _____ Library ($40.00)
_____ Family ($60.00)         _____ Company or Business Institution ($100)
_____ Sustaining ($60.00)

Total enclosed:  $ ____________

Areas of Interest (please check all that apply):

___ Anthropology/Archeology        ___ Geology/Paleontology
___ Biological Sciences           ___ Health and Medicine
___ Biochemistry and Chemistry    ___ Mathematics and Statistics
___ Computer Science              ___ Physics and Astronomy
___ Engineering                   ___ Science Education
___ Environmental Sciences        ___ History and Philosophy of Science
___ Geography

Mail application and fees to: (checks payable to Kansas Academy of Science)

Sam Leung, KAS Secretary
Washburn University, Chem. Dept.
1700 SW College Ave.
Topeka, KS 66621

Thank you for your membership application. You will be notified by e-mail or mail upon receipt of the application.